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Robert Whitehead 
75 Point Blue 
Sautee Nacoochee, GA 30571 

Dear Robert 

January 30, 2014 

I was unable to attribute some of the coins you sent for attribution. I feel they may be unlisted varieties that should be 
inspected by Leroy Van Allen for possible new listing. I would describe them to him as follows: 

1881-0 (PCGS ... 5632). Double 18-1. First 1 doubled on upper right side, first 8 doubled strongly on bottom surface 
with spike in upper loop, second 1 doubled on top of flag with slight notch on lower left of vertical shaft. Similar to 
VAM 22, but 18 do not match. Patch of heavier than normal pitting on eagle where upper left wing meets body. 
Same reverse die as PCGS ... 6884, which is a VAM 1A 

1881-0 (PCGS ... 2822). Doubled profile, normal date with spike in 1st 8, 0 centered and upright. Different dies than 
V AM 28, wrong mint mark position for V AM 23. Small spike behind eagle's neck useful as a die marker on the 
reverse. 

1881-0 (PCGS ... 4448). Top of 8 doubled, similar to V AM 26, but not a match. Mint mark is in a slightly different 
position and the obverse devices are finely pitted, while they are not on V AM 26. Also shows spike in first 8 which 
is not present on V AM 26. 

1881-0 (PCGS ... 5967, 5968, 4675). 0 mint mark set left with some lines inside opening. Second 8 has doubling or 
extra metal at bottom left inside of top loop. Patch of polishing artifacts in leaves below RI in PLURIBUS with a 
small spike pointing to the R. No match for other O set left varieties. Note, also, the peculiar pattern in the reverse 
field of coins 5967 and 5968, which is gone on the other coin. Looks like an artifact of sloppy die preparation 

1881-0 can be particularly difficult to attribute because of the doubling on the surface of the date that doesn't always 
survive from coin to coin. The circulated coins that are VF and lower that do not have attributions on them are too 
worn to attribute unambiguously. If you do send these coins to Leroy for attribution, you can return them to me with a 
copy of his description and this letter I will label them at no charge other than return shipping. For instructions for 
sending Leroy coins, refer to this page on V AMWorld: http: //www.,amworld.com/ Guidelines+for+ Die+ Varieties. 
Leroy charges $5 per coin plus return postage. You should include a copy of this letter and refer to my description. 
Where I mention differences with other coins, it would help to send these coins along for comparison to the subject 
coin. If you have multiple specimens from the same dies, sending an extra will also help with examination. 

Best regards, 

John Baumgart 

Robert Whitehead
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